
THE PRINCESS CONSORT HAS A LETHAL DESTINY 

 

Chapter 468: Even More Uncomfortable Now 

Finding the fox was not difficult for Xie Qiao. Now that she had come to the residence and asked the 

Princess to hand over Zhao Xuzhi, it was only right for her to return the favor. 

 

Therefore, she nodded gently, “I will help you find the fox after I talk to your Eldest Brother.” 

 

The Young Heir was much happier now. 

 

Xie Qiao looked at the Young Heir and suddenly understood why Prince Ning Bei doted on his young son 

so much. 

 

Zhao Xuzhi had been the only son for many years, and Prince Ning Bei was not a heartless person. 

Logically speaking, as the eldest son, Zhao Xuzhi should be doted on first, and Prince Ning Bei should 

have valued him more. 

 

However, now, it was clear who was more likable, the eldest son or the youngest son. 

 

This Young Heir looked cute, had a lively and obedient personality, and was indeed more likable. 

 

“My b*stard son has suffered a blow. If he knew that he had caused the death of someone, he would 

probably be very upset. Master, look, this matter has already developed to this stage. If Xuzhi sincerely 

admits his mistake, will this matter be settled?” The Princess thought for a moment and said. 

 

She was also helpless. The b*stard son of her family had committed a crime, but his initial intention was 

still good. 



 

Her husband had few children to begin with, so she could not make Zhao Xuzhi lose his life over this 

matter, right? 

 

The Princess also knew that her idea was a little selfish, but what she said was the truth. 

 

Xie Qiao smiled, “Everything depends on sincerity. If he’s sincere and sends this ghoul to reincarnation, 

then it’s not a big problem. But if he doesn’t care about this matter, I can’t say what the consequences 

will be.” 

 

The ghoul had a grievance to begin with, and this grievance could not be understood. If she forcefully 

sent it to reincarnation, she would consume a lot of energy, and it would not be beneficial to the ghoul 

himself! 

 

She could only do her best to resolve the ghoul’s wish. 

 

When the Princess heard that, she heaved a sigh of relief, “That shouldn’t be a problem. I’ll have to 

trouble Master to tell that… ghoul that I’ll definitely take good care of him in the future. If he still has 

any wishes, we will definitely do their best to help him achieve them.” 

 

At this moment, when the male ghoul heard that, his expression became much better. 

 

He did not seem to think that the Princess would be so easy to talk to. 

 

“As long as he apologizes to me sincerely, I’ll let go of the resentment in my heart. I won’t make things 

difficult for them,” the male ghoul said to Xie Qiao with some embarrassment. 

 

Who would not want to be reincarnated early? There was no point in staying in this world and 

wandering around. 



 

Xie Qiao nodded. 

 

What she was worried about now was that Zhao Xuzhi would not be able to convince this ghoul. 

 

After a while, Zhao Xuzhi arrived. 

 

He looked a little gloomy. Most of the wounds on his face had been healed and only a few traces were 

left. At that moment, when he saw the Princess, he looked a lot colder and gave a simple bow, “This 

child greets mother.” 

 

The Princess sighed when she saw his change. 

 

It was terrible for this child to fight with anyone. If he insisted on fighting with the Crown Prince, would 

he not be looking for trouble for himself? 

 

“Today, Master Mo came over and said that you caused the death of someone earlier. That person is 

unable to reincarnate and is very pitiful. That’s why he asked you to cooperate so that Master could help 

him eliminate his grievance.” 

 

Zhao Xuzhi raised his head and stared at Mo Chusheng, “When did I hurt someone?” 

 

Xie Qiao told him about the incident with the male ghoul again. 

 

After Zhao Xuzhi heard it, he was silent for a moment, “Alright, I’ve offended you. I shouldn’t have stood 

up for that woman. I’ll definitely pay more attention in the future to avoid implicating the innocent.” 

 

Xie Qiao frowned slightly. 



 

At that moment, the ghoul was confused for a moment. 

 

The apology was very straightforward. He should be very happy, but for some reason, he felt 

uncomfortable. He felt even more uncomfortable now. 


